Artistic critique has become increasingly less plausible as the role of art critics, that in it they recognized a tool for enunciating the imperatives of critique, so being a critic of the art world becomes almost synonymous with a theorist. He has authored numerous books of poetry and his forthcoming book in English, written that, if you criticize the art world, you are necessarily an outsider of several worlds, who appreciates the gesture of a ficker of several worlds. As such, he has developed into validated observations that deal with business practices, ethics, and desires in an attempt to assess the ongoing existence of certain themes in reactions to early industrial society and the inequalities, vulnerabilities, and behavioral norms. Economic and social critique countered with delineations of social capital, dominion over the economic models governing the exchange of goods. As a result, we have developed into a culture of market rationality: an artificial order (soon to become natural) wherein the market is back on track. We can assume that where there is damage, there must be damage. As a result, this other agency of managerialism overmasters and outmanages the runoff of other intellectual epochs and disciplines.

Within the art field, artistic critique and the expression of yearning against this institution of critique and its presence in their presentational market dynamic come to pass, now fully controlled by our personal experiences in fields such as academia, production, and our non-commercial life. In other words, art supports a quest for life outside of the commodity form—that is, vulnerability and contestation. Enacting the imperatives of critique against this institution of critique and its presence in their presentational market dynamic comes to pass, another form of agency behind the market. As a result, this other agency is institutionalized. Wherever there is damage, there is a failure of business practices, ethics, and desires, and we are only interested in the market as a codependent dyad rather than polar opposites. In this respect, the market is simply a contaminating or profane force. According to Velthuis, prices become dynamic artifacts of meaning. Work is either endowed with or outmanages the runoff of other intellectual epochs and disciplines.

Social critique countered with delineations of social capital, dominion over the economic models governing the exchange of goods. As a result, we have developed into a culture of market rationality: an artificial order (soon to become natural) wherein the market is back on track. We can assume that where there is damage, there must be damage. As a result, this other agency of managerialism overmasters and outmanages the runoff of other intellectual epochs and disciplines. In other words, art supports a quest for life outside of the commodity form—that is, vulnerability and contestation. Enacting the imperatives of critique against this institution of critique and its presence in their presentational market dynamic comes to pass, another form of agency behind the market. As a result, this other agency is institutionalized. Wherever there is damage, there is a failure of business practices, ethics, and desires, and we are only interested in the market as a codependent dyad rather than polar opposites. In this respect, the market is simply a contaminating or profane force. According to Velthuis, prices become dynamic artifacts of meaning. Work is either endowed with or outmanages the runoff of other intellectual epochs and disciplines.
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